
Jim & 
Rosemary

Hello!  We are excited and
anxious about the process of
adoption.  We have been learning
so much about welcoming our
future child(ren) into our home.
We always imagined children
would be part of our lives;
however, through some health
issues, having biological children
is not possible.   
Through prayer, reflection, and honest conversation, our hearts have
been opened to adoption.  Adoption has touched our family already
as Jim’s mom was adopted as an infant.  
We have a solid, happy marriage and often hear friends and family
tell us they admire our dedication to each other.  We also often hear
people tell us we will be great parents.  We hope this profile gives
you a little glimpse of our life and joy and dedication that we will give
to parenting our children.  
We are open to the process of forming a unique relationship that
would best benefit your baby.  We want to start slow and see where
it can grow.  We are open to meeting you if you wish before the baby
is born and we can share photos and letters.   
No matter what you are thinking and feeling about this decision you
are preparing to make, you are in our thoughts and prayers.  We
hope you will make the decision for your child that you feel most
comfortable with, and we appreciate you considering us for the role
of his/her lifelong parents.  

At Notre Dame in Paris



Why Adoption?
We chose adoption to allow us a chance
to be parents after having health issues

which make biological parenthood
impossible.  

We view parenting as a learning experience where we will adjust to the
age and emotional needs of the child with time outs, teachable moments,
and redirection if discipline is needed.  Parents are the first teachers, and
we will teach a young child at home through reading, sounding out words,
and listening to music.  Later we will encourage the child to develop skills

through hands on learning. 

Parenting & 
Education

Our home
We live on a quiet street in a residential
neighborhood, near other children and close
to parks, playgrounds, our church, schools
stores, and doctor's offices.  Our home has 3
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms.  The family
room has plenty of space for toys! 

In a German garden



We spend time with extended family
frequently.  Rosemary's family lives nearby,
and although Jim's lives a little farther, they
travel to visit often.  Nieces and nephews are
part of Jim's extended family.  Our family
would welcome a child of any race and
cultural background. 

Family Time

Religion
We are practicing Catholics and plan to raise our
children in the faith.  We also will encourage
children to develop a relationship with God, as well
as pray and learn values (ie respect, trust,
helpfulness.)Holidays

We celebrate major holidays like Easter
and Christmas by going to church and
spending time with family and sharing a
meal.  Holidays like Thanksgiving,
Independence Day, and Veteran's Day
have important meanings to us.  We plan
to incorporate holidays that celebrate our
child's heritage as well.  

Rosemary's family at Christmas

Jim's family celebration

With Jim's Parents

We are  
Godparents to our niece

With a friend's daughter



Personality: Reserved, loving, selfless, original,                   
hardworking 
Hobbies: Walks in nature, house & yard projects,                       
spending time with friends and family 
Occupation: Greenhouse technician

Rosemary plans to work part time and
stay home with baby part time.  We

will employ a sitter to watch baby
when we are at work. 

About Jim

About Rosemary
Personality: Thoughtful, genuine, creative, likes to try new things 

Hobbies: Create art, read, make new recipes 
Occupation: Therapist 

 

Childcare
Openness
We are open to meeting you if you
wish before baby is born, and we
can share photos and letters.  We
are open to forming a relationship
that would best benefit your baby.

A Homecooked Meal

Jim made a birdhouse

A painting by Rosemary


